SERVICE ALERT
16-TSB15

GM 2007+
TOYOTA TUNDRA 2007+
LIGHT ADAPTER 16071160
UPDATE 10/21/08

APPLIES TO:
ALL 16071160

IT has been determined that most 16071160 light adapters shipped prior to 09/12/08 have a wiring error that will result in malfunctioning plow lights. This will not damage the truck or plow lighting circuit.

Customer may contact BPC for replacement adapters, or the problem may be corrected by the installer by swapping the wires at the LONG connectors on the 16071160 harness. This will MATCH THE TRUCK LIGHT HARNESS color scheme.

CORRECT WIRE CONFIGURATION

SEE PAGE 2 FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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TERMINAL REMOVAL

Removing the terminals for both long connectors can be done easily with a stiff pick or pin. In the pictures below a small hex key was used. Paper clips are too flexible.

On the connector with the green wire, the pick should be inserted on the inside face of the terminal. You are pushing back a small metal retaining piece, which will allow the terminal to be removed.

On the connector with the yellow wire, the pick should be inserted on the outside face of the terminal.

Reinsert the terminals as shown on the first page. The wire colors should now match the truck lighting harness (GM). If they do not, recheck the adapter.

Contact SnowDogg Tech Support with any questions.
(440) 974-7766 x.207